Festival of Voices Coastal
coming to Bicheno
Ben Salter is one of Australia’s
most highly regarded performers
and songwriters.
As well as being a founding
member of Giants of Science, The
Gin Club and the two time ARIA
nominated Wilson Pickers, he is an
accomplished artist in his own
right.
His debut solo album “The Cat”
established his penchant for the
melodic mixed with the esoteric,
whilst follow up EP “European
Vacation” was a diverse collection
of collaborations that Salter
undertook whilst on a five month
overseas writing mission.
He has collaborated, written and
performed with artists as diverse
as Mick Thomas (Weddings,
Parties, Anything), Tim Rogers
(You Am I, The Temperance
Union), Bernard Fanning
(Powderfinger) and the
aforementioned Gareth Liddiard
(The Drones), to name a few.

BICHENO
Saturday 1 July
Bicheno Lions Park
12.30 – 3.30
Entry $15 (under 16 free)
Presale of tickets and bus information: festivalofvoices.com

Tasmanian based funk rock
band The Surreal Estate Agents
have been satisfying audiences
with their dynamic musical
arrangements since 2014 with
an energetic and playful stage
presence.
Singer/songwriters
Zac
Henderson
and
Jackson
Simpson front the band with
intricate guitar and poetic lyrics
partnered with catchy melody
and harmony. Tenille Johnstone
plays the drums with great
dynamic in her own unique style
which combines well with
bassist, Thomas Newman who
brings the heart of funk to this band.
These young and hardworking independent
artists shows no sign of slowing down. They have performed at Tasmania’s best clubs,
pubs and festivals including The Falls Festival, Party in the Paddock, Forth Valley Blues
Festival and toured Australia throughout 2016.
In February of 2017 the band launched their debut album titled ‘House Inspection’. An
album which is an excellent example of the mixed genres and energy the band
possesses. With such a vast array of influences The Surreal Estate Agents are full of
suspires, combining elements of rock, blues, folk and funk topped off with thoughtprovoking lyrics.
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DENNI (Denni Proctor) is an artist
with an incredible voice and an
incredible talent for crafting songs.
She fuses genres between folk,
reggae, blues, hip hop and roots to
create unique textures that are
captivating and emotionally
engaging.
DENNI is a proud Palawa woman
from Launceston, Tasmania.

